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James Hankins:  The Roman Republic in the Italian Renaissance 
 

The Renaissance reception of the main narrative sources for Roman history  
 

Known in the late Middle Ages: 
 
Caesar: Gallic and Civil Wars 
The Alexandrian, African and Spanish Wars attributed to Aulus Hirtius, Caesar’s legate. 
Sallust, a populist, anti-optimate writer: Catilinarian Conspiracy and Jugurthine War 
Livy:  history of the Roman kingship and republic in 142 books, of which 35 survive. 
            (decades 1, 3 and 4 assembled by Petrarch; books 41-45 discovered in 1531.) 
The Periochae of Livy (4th c.), containing summaries of the lost books, was known to  
 Salutati and was printed in 1470. 
Valerius Maximus: Memorable Deeds and Sayings 
Josephus:  Jewish Antiquities, Jewish Wars, translated by Rufinus of Aquileia in the 4th c. 
Suetonius: Lives of the Caesars 
Florus: Epitome of Livy (royal and republican history), pro-imperial 
Justinus:  Epitome of Pompeius Trogus’s Philippic History, a history of the Macedonian 
 dynasty with much information on the Roman republic down to 96 BC. 
Eutropius: Abbreviation of Roman History (from Romulus to Emperor Valens, 354 AD).  
 Pagan, proimperial; continued to the time of the emperor Justinian by Paulus  
 Diaconus 
Festus (called Sextus Rufus in the Renaissance): Breviarium, dedicated to Valens, after  

369. Epitome of the Livian tradition.  Some circulation in MS, printed 1470. 
Paulus Orosius: Christian historian and disciple of Augustine, wrote Histories against the  
 Pagans, a universal history whose Roman bits are based on Caesar, Livy, Justin, 
 Tacitus, Suetonius and Florus 
Jordanes, Romana, often called in the MSS Historia reipublicae Romanae, a Goth who  
 wrote a compendium of Roman history, some of it lifted from Florus. 

 
Rediscovered, popularized or translated in 15th c. 

 
Polybius:  paraphrase of Books I-II by Leonardo Bruni (1420); translation of I-V by 

 Niccolò Perotti in 1452/54 for Nicholas V; book six circulating in Florence in  
1490s. 

Cornelius Nepos: De viris illustribus, almost unknown before second half of 15th c., first  
printed 1471.  

Diodorus Siculus, Bibliotheca, a universal history in 40 books, of which 15 survive (1-5 
and 11-20); written 1st c. BC. Books 11-12 have material on early Roman history.  
The translation by Poggio Bracciolini, 1449, includes Books 1-5 + 11 only, 1st  
Latin printing 1472. Books X-XIV tr. Jacobus de Sancto Cassiano Cremonensis  
(falsely attrib. to George ofTrebizond) for Nicholas V, a. 1453, in MS only. 

Dionysius Halicarnasseus: Antiquities from founding of Rome to 246 BC, written during  
early principate; pro-imperial. Translated by Lampo Birago for Paul II, 1st Latin  
ed. 1480. 

Tacitus: Histories and Annals. MS brought to Florence by late 14th c., read by Bruni;  



begins to circulate widely after 1420s; read by Biondo, Valla and Patrizi. 
Plutarch’s Lives:  begins to be translated from Greek in 1400, collection complete by  

1462 (There is also a late 14th c. Italian translation via the Catalan version). 
Appian, 2nd c. Greek historian, wrote Roman History in 24 books, of which 8 survive in  

their entirety + parts of 3 others; most important are the 5 books on the civil wars;  
pro-monarchical; most surviving portions tr. Pier Candido Decembrio1452/54 for  
Nicholas V and Alfonso I of Naples, 1st Latin ed. 1472. 

Herodian, Imperial History, covering the years 180-238 AD.  Translated by Politian  
1484/87 for Pope Innocent VIII. 

Scriptores Historiae Augustae: at least three copies circulated in the 14th century, 
 including one read by Petrarch; paraphrased in the Romuleon of Benvenuto da  

Imola; but wide circulation begins only in early 15th c.  Ed. princ. 1475. 
Ammianus Marcellinus:  discovered by Poggio in 1417; begins to circulate by 1420s,  

used by Biondo.  The surviving portions cover the years 353-378 AD. Ed. princ.  
1474. 

Procopius:  popular Latin compendium of the Gothic War (Books V-VIII) made by Bruni  
(1441, printed 1470); transl. by Cristoforo Persona for Sixtus IV (1481-84);  
Persona’s Latin first published in 1506. 

Agathias, translated 1481 by Cristoforo Persona. 
 

Rediscovered, popularized, or translated in the 16th c. 
 
Polybius Book VI: first Latin trans. published in 1529. (Favors mixed c’tion against  

democracy.)  Known to Machiavelli however at least by 1510s; possibly to  
Aurelio Lippo Brandolini in early 1490s. 

Diodorus Siculus, ed. princ. of books 16-20 only, 1539; ed. of books 1-5, 11-15 by 
 Stephanus, 1559. Latin trans. of 1-5, 15-17, 1559. First complete text of the  

surviving 15 books plus excerpts from Photius of Books 31-40 (containing  
Roman republican material in 31-38) edited by Lorenz Rodomann, 1604. 

Livy, Books 41-45: discovered in 1531 by Simon Grynaeus 
Velleius Paterculus, Compendium of Roman History (founding to AD 29), client of  

Tiberius.   Rediscovered in a single MS by Beatus Rhenanus in 1515; editio  
princeps 1520. 

Dio Cassius, Greek writer, b. ca. 160 AD, writes Histories from foundation to 229 AD,  
first third however survives only in Byzantine epitomes of Xiphilinus and  
Zonaras. Trans. into Italian by Niccolò Leoniceno, published 1533. Critic of  
democracy. 

Aurelius Victor, four small historical works on republican and imperial history, written in  
 360 AD, first published in 1579.  (Some parts in MS circulation already in 15th c.) 
Procopius, Books I-IV (Persian and Vandal Wars), translated by Raffaele Maffei  

(Volaterrano) in 1509. 
Xiphilinus and Zonaras’ epitomes of Dio Cassius, the former published in 1551, the latter  

1557  
Capitoline Fasti discovered in Rome in 1546 
 
 



Some Italian Renaissance accounts of the Roman republic  
 
Benvenuto da Imola, Romuleon, mid 14th century 
Leonardo Bruni, Book I of his History of the Florentine People, 1415-1442; De primo 

 bello punico (1420), a compendium of Polybius books 1-2. 
Uberto Decembrio, Compendium Romanae historiae (1420s), based on Florus. 
Pier Candido Decembrio, Romane hystorie compendium (1430s), a reworking of his  

father’s compendium 
Flavio Biondo, Books 3-5 of the Roma Triumphans (1459) 
Francesco Patrizi, On Kingly Education (1480s), wide use of Greek sources 

Aurelio Lippo Brandolini, Republics and Kingdoms Compared (1492) 
Marco Antonio Sabellico, Rapsodiae [sic] historicae Enneades XI (1498-1504) 
Carlo Sigonio, In fastos consulares ... commentarius (1556) 
Onofrio Panvinio, Rei publicae Romanae commentariorum libri III (1558) 
 
 
Orosius, Seven Books of Histories against the Pagans 6.20 

In the seven hundred and twenty-fifth year after the founding of the City and during the 
consulship of the emperor Caesar Augustus who was then consul for the fifth time ... Caesar 
returned from the East as a conqueror. On the sixth of January, he entered the City in triple 
triumph. It was at this time, when all the civil wars had been lulled to sleep and brought to an end, 
that he first gave orders for the gates of Janus to be closed. On this day Caesar was first saluted as 
Augustus. This title, which everyone up to that time had held inviolate and one to which other 
rulers hitherto had not presumed, signifies that the assumption of the supreme power to rule the 
world was legitimate. From that time on the highest power of the state reposed in one man and so 
it remained thereafter. This type of government the Greeks call monarchy. 
Furthermore, every believer, or even disbeliever, knows that this is also the same day (namely, 
the sixth of January) on which we observe the Epiphany, that is, the Feast of the Apparition and 
Manifestation of the Sacrament of the Lord. ... Yet it was fair to have recorded this event 
faithfully, so that the empire of Caesar might be proven in every respect to have been prepared for 
the future advent of Christ. 
... After his triumphal entry into the City, no doubt on that very day mentioned above, he, consul 
for the fifth time, had the gates of Janus closed for the first time after a lapse of two hundred 
years and assumed the very distinguished name of Augustus. What is there that we can more 
faithfully and truthfully believe and recognize—when peace, name, and day united together for 
the purpose of such a manifestation—than that he had been predestined by some hidden order of 
events for the service of His preparation? Caesar on that day, the same on which the Lord a few 
years later was to make His appearance, chose the banner of peace and assumed the title of 
power. 
 

Leonardo Bruni, Panegyric of the Florentine People (1404). 
 

This very noble Roman colony [Florence] was established at the very moment when the 
empire of the Roman people flourished greatly and when very powerful kings and warlike nations 
were being conquered by the skill of Roman arms and by virtue [i.e. in the time of Sulla]. 
Carthage, Spain, and Corinth were leveled to the ground; all lands and seas acknowledged the 
rule of these Romans, and these same Romans suffered no harm from any foreign state. 
Moreover, the Caesars, the Antonines, the Tiberiuses, the Neros—those plagues and destroyers of 



the republic—had not yet deprived the people of their liberty. Rather, still growing there was that 
sacred and untrampled freedom that, soon after the founding of the colony of Florence, was to be 
stolen by those vilest of thieves. ... 
      From the beginning Florence has always been united in one and the same cause against the 
invaders of the Roman state and it has constantly persevered in this policy to the present time. By 
Jove, this was caused by a just hatred of tyranny more than by the well-deserved respect due to 
the ancient fatherland. For who could bear that the Roman state, acquired with the kind of virtue 
that Camillus, Publicola, Fabricius, Curtius, Fabius, Regulus, Scipio, Marcellus, the Catos, and 
countless other very honorable and chaste men displayed, fell into the hands and under the 
domination of Caligula and other monsters and vile tyrants who were innocent of no vice and 
redeemed by no virtue? To excel in this these monsters were in a competition of mighty 
proportions, striving with all their power. 
     As a result of these struggles, every means of cruelty was employed in the slaughtering of the 
Roman citizens, as though the highest prize in the world would be given to them only if they left 
in Rome no nobility, no talent [ingenium], and even no citizen. Therefore, when Caligula had 
committed as many crimes as he possibly could, and many citizens still survived in that great 
city, the emperor, weary of killing and massacring and unable in any way to have his cruel desires 
satisfied, finally uttered that evil saying that serves as a witness to his enormities: “Would that the 
Roman people had but one neck, so that I could chop it off with a single blow.”... Are these the 
deeds of emperors? Are these our splendid Caesars whom many think are worthy of praise? What 
crimes and outrages are these, and what monsters are these men! ... Has anything ever touched the 
people of Florence more deeply than the sorrow of seeing the Roman people, its progenitor and 
founder, which only a short time before had ruled over the entire world with great ability, 
suddenly lose its own freedom at the hands of the most criminal of men? These were men who, if 
the republic had been healthy, surely would have been counted among the lowest dregs of 
society.  And what should I say of Tiberius Caesar, although he ruled before Caligula? ... But if 
these emperors were base and evil, were those who followed better? And who were these? Were 
they not Nero and Vitellius and Domitian and Heliogabalus?  
O Gaius Caesar, what manifest crimes have you visited upon the city of Rome! But I will remain 
silent on this topic ... For the same reason I shall not treat your adopted son [Augustus], even 
though I am not ignorant of the reasons that led you to adopt him. But I am passing over all this. I 
shall not call to mind either his fatuous cruelty or his proscription and slaughter of innocent 
citizens or his treachery to the Senate or his adultery and sexual perversions; for there were in 
him—as there were in his father—the vestiges of certain virtues that made his faults more 
tolerable. But those monsters to whom you handed over the empire were redeemed from their 
vices by no virtues, unless it is perhaps a virtue to destroy the state with all one’s might or never 
to refrain from the vilest crimes. ... But to what end? someone will ask. Really there are two 
reasons: first, to show that Florence has not, without good cause, developed its political 
allegiances; and second, to make it understood that at the time when Florence was founded the 
city of Rome flourished greatly in power, liberty, genius, and especially with great citizens. Now, 
after the republic had been subjected to the power of a single head, “those outstanding minds 
vanished,” as Tacitus says. So it is of importance whether a colony was founded at a later date, 
since by then all the virtue and nobility of the Romans had been destroyed; nothing great or 
outstanding could be conveyed by those who left the city. 
 
 



Appian, Preface 6 (tr. H. White in Loeb).  Pier Candido Decembrio’s Latin 
equivalents indicated in parentheses. 

 
Although holding the empire of so many and such great nations the Romans laboured five 
hundred years with toil and difficulty to establish their power firmly in Italy itself.  Half of this 
time they were under kings, but having expelled them and sworn to have kingly rule no longer, 
they henceforward adopted aristocracy (aristocraticam politiam), and chose their rulers yearly. In 
about the two hundred years next succeeding the five hundred their dominion increased greatly, 
they acquired unexampled foreign power, and brought the greater part of the nations under their 
sway. Gaius Caesar having got the upper hand of his rivals possessed himself of hegemonian  
(imperium), which he strengthened, systematised and secured, and, while preserving the form and 
name of the politeia (politia), made himself monarch (princeps) over all.  In this way, the 
government, from that time to this, has been a monarchy (sub uno principe); but they do not call 
their rulers kings, out of respect, as I think, for the ancient oath [imposed by Brutus]. They call 
them autokratoras (imperatores), that being the title also of generals for the occasion.  But they 
are very kings in fact. 
 
 

Cassius Dio 52, 1 (tr. E. Cary in Loeb) 
 
This is what the Romans achieved and suffered under the kingship, under the democracy, and 
under the dynasteiai, during a period of seven hundred and twenty-five years.  After this they 
began again strictly speaking to be ruled by monarchs, although Caesar planned to lay down his 
arms and to entrust affairs (ta pragmata) to the senate and the people. 
 
 

Strabo  6, 4, 2 [286-7c]. Tr. H. L. Jones in the Loeb Library. Latin equivalents from 
the trans. of Guarino and Gregorio Tifernate (mid 15th c.) in parentheses. 

 
Now if I must add to my account of Italy a summary account also of the Romans who took 
possession of it and equipped it as a base of operations for the universal hegemony, let me add as 
follows. After the founding of Rome, the Romans wisely continued for many generations to be 
ruled by a king. Afterwards, because the last Tarquinius ruled badly, they ejected him, framed a 
form of government that was a mixture of monarchy and aristocracy (singularis principatus et 
optimates), and dealt with the Sabines and Latins as with partners. ... As for Italy itself, though it 
has often been torn by factions, at least since it has been under the Romans, and as for Rome 
itself, they have been prevented by the excellence of their form of government and of their 
leaders (civilis moderationis et imperatorum virtus) from proceeding too far in the ways of error 
and corruption. But it were a difficult thing to administer so great a dominion otherwise than by 
turning it over to one man, as if to a father; at all events, never have the Romans and their allies 
thrived in such peace and plenty as that which was afforded them by Augustus Caesar, from the 
time when he assumed the absolute authority (ex quo perfectam et absolutam dignitatis 
potestatem accepit), and is now being afforded to them by his son and successor Tiberius, who is 
making Augustus the model of is administration and decrees. 
 
 



Onofrio Panvinio, Rei publicae Romanae commentariorum libri III (Venice, 1558), tr.  
      JH 
 
p. 301. ‘These divisions of the Roman People took place when the republic still flourished (re 
publica maxime stante). For once [the state] was established in accordance with the will of a 
single person, all these divisions were removed, and only a few shadows of them remained for 
some space of time.’ 
 
p. 302 (Popular sovereignty after the time of the kings): ‘Having driven out the kings, the People 
claimed great power for itself, so that the popular estate finally obtained the greatest share in the 
Roman republic. For although there was an appearance of royal power in the imperium of the 
consuls, while in the power of the senate a kind of aristocracy [optimatum principatum] could be 
discerned, the people nevertheless had such authority over all the magistrates and senate that it 
could rightly be said that all the imperium and majesty of that republic lay with the people.’ [The 
‘provocatio ad populum’ showed that the people’s power was greater than that of the 
magistrates, as did the custom of magistrates laying aside the fasces when addressing the 
assembly] ... ‘and the power of condemning a citizen to death, and the liberty and law of the state 
lay with nothing if not with the judgment of the People. Since these are the things of greatest 
moment in every republic, it must be admitted that the People, in whose remit all these things lay, 
held by far the greatest share in the Roman Republic.’ 
 
p. 577. (The kings as founders of the Roman Republic): ‘Several of the kings were just, brave, 
prudent, extremely knowledgeable about human affairs and zealous for public utility; it was they 
who founded the Roman republic with such laws and institutions that from those beginnings it 
was not hard for the Romans to arrive at a most sure preëminence in peace and war over all 
nations and peoples.’. 

 


